Fully Sponsored

Chocolat

Dusty

Grey

Fully Sponsored

Johnny Boy

Portia

Fully Sponsored

Private Rescue – Fully Supported

Mister

Jewel

$80 Still Needed
$300 Still Needed

Snoop

$17 Still Needed

Gandalf

$230 Still Needed

Fully Sponsored

Cotton

$250 Still Needed

Finn

$350 Still Needed

Sampson

$385 Still Needed

General

$370 Still Needed

Frida

Woody
$425 Still Needed

Sandy

Chance

Chaps

Leo

Toiy

Tucker
NO SPONSORS

Arlo
$430 Still Needed

April
$265 Still Needed

Bobby Socks
$375 Still Needed

Casper
NO SPONSORS

Cosmo

Dancer
NO SPONSORS

Dewey
$360 Still Needed

Diamond

Echo
NO SPONSORS

Holly

Jasmine

Joe

NO SPONSOR

$410 STILL NEEDED

Joey

Josey

Lady Bird

NO SPONSOR
Equamore Sanctuary Equine Sponsorship Campaign

Here is how you can help:

- Join an already established rescue team with a monthly contribution level that is comfortable for you.
- Become a “Team Captain” and collectively organizing your friends and relatives to join you in sponsoring one of Equamore’s residents.
- Pledge $450 monthly to fully support an equine of your choice.

If you would like to join this crucial program, please contact us for more information.